Putting a Non-entry Notice on your property – info

(Updated 19/12/21)

(Re the “Statement of Fact – Notice” to serve to the Crown, its Agents and Contractors - to
keep them off your ‘land of substance’/property).
Don’t use the official Government/Police Trespass Notices/documents as this brings you back under
their jurisdiction so you are then bound by their rules, which allows them to come onto your property
and force things on you – so you must be very careful what contents and what tools you use, because
you, as a Living Man / Living Woman hold supreme authority in all matters so you don’t need their
tools to do it, but you can mirror-image what they use. For example – a “Trespass Notice” needs to
be handed to them but the Notice is structured in your way…
1) Remove their jurisdiction – by specifying what their jurisdiction is “The Crown and all its Agents
and Contractors’ jurisdiction is Admiralty/Maritime Law – which is bound by commerce and
contract of artificial entities. Therefore this jurisdiction does not and cannot apply on land of
substance (or to ‘Living Man/Woman’) because the Crown and all its Agents and Contractors are
artificial persons or legal fictions/entities/corporations – which have no jurisdiction over anything
living or of physical substance”. (As an artificial entity they are bound by contract law – so
whatever contract you put on this Notice is superior to theirs [and you communicate via contract]
– as Living Man/Woman hold supreme authority).
2) State your jurisdiction – Living Man/Woman is not the Crown and is not bound by the Crowns Acts
or Statutes as the Crown has a very limited jurisdiction to artificial entities/persons only.
“Living Man/Woman are bound by Living Lore/Lore of Nature and hold supreme authority. Living
Man/Woman living on this land of substance, shall be unobstructed by any Corporate entity or
their Agents or Contractors, and this Notice is a Trespass Notice. This trespasses the Crown and all
its Agents and Contractors from interfering with the affairs of Living Man/Woman and trespasses
the Crown and all its Agents and Contractors from entering or passing over the land that Living
Man/Woman are gaining sustenance from. This Notice also forbids any form of authority by the
Crown and all its Agents and Contractors over Living Man or Living Woman, forbidding removal of
any of Living Man/Womans property, using Living Man/Woman as security, injury/damage of
Living Man/Woman or any of their property, claiming ownership of Living Man/Woman, having
jurisdiction over or using legislation upon or over Living Man/Woman. If the Crown and all its
Agents and Contractors enter without invitation – they will be considered as a threat to Living
Man/Womans’ life, fortune and liberty and will be dealt with accordingly. Any claim of authority
will be considered as a claim or an intent to enslave and will be considered a threat and shall be
dealt with accordingly. (For the Crowns observation only – this is also a breach of Article 8 of the
1967 UN International Covenant of Civil and Political Rights. Living Man/Woman do not recognise
any Acts, Statutes or man-made legislation, which only applies to the Crown).”
3) Ensure you add these sentences at the bottom of the documents “All absolute rights reserved
All interpretations and definitions are that of the living hand that has written them
We have no intent to overthrow the NZ Crown/Government”
4) Write out the entire “Statement of Fact – Notice” in your own handwriting
using red pen, which represents blood and means written by living man
(blue and black are owned by the corporates).

(Header/Attachment Sheet instructions)
Date: “Date known as 5th March 2021” (as this is a legal fiction that they have given us)

“Contents that are in this bundle of Documents – as attached”
List the documents that are attached.
Number each page (not the Header Page) as “Page 1) of 3)” etc
Itemise everything attached/all the different pages (don’t number this page).
Put a summary/explanation of what you are trying to achieve; who you are; what and who they are;
establish the jurisdictions – and that their jurisdiction is very limited, to their own
company/corporation and artificial persons/entities – which you are not as you are alive – which
means their Acts and Statutes that bind the Crown, do not bind you as you are a Living Man/Woman
and are not representing them or contracting to them as fraud has been detected.
Explain that this Notice is a “Trespass Notice – Living Man/Woman forbidding any NZ Crown Legal
Entities to claim authority/obstruct/injure you or to claim authority/obstruct/damage or enter this
land of substance that you are gaining sustenance, food and shelter from.”
Also refer to/ include a map/photo, downloaded from your local Council website, and highlight/draw
a line around your property so that there is no mistake - using physical boundaries – trees, rivers,
ridges, driveways, gates, fences etc as boundaries – because you have removed their
numbers/titles/names, you need to replace it with something else. (Make it as clear and specific as
possible so that there is no way that they can say that they do not comprehend your Notice).
NB: Ensure there are no road names, Rapid numbers, GPS or DP/Lot numbers, legal titles etc on the
map, as this puts you back under their jurisdiction – use the Councils own website map/picture with
no legal title to it. (Because this is land of substance – not an artificial entity, the legal certificate
and the legal title is now not recognised as fraud has been detected, and as they are bound by
Contract law, fraud makes that Contract and the Legal Title null and void: And when through careful
observation and consideration fraudulent material is found in one Contract, which then becomes null
and void – this then makes every Contract and Legal Title null and void! If possible, put this in the
newspaper and inform them of this – be very specific about your power).
Also ensure that you do not have a Rapid Number or letterbox at your property entrance as this again
puts you back under their jurisdiction. You are better to have your mail left at your nearest Post
Office to be collected as “Post Restante” – which is better than having a PO Box, as it does not tie you
to any physical address and keeps everything at arms length. NEVER use your road or the number as
your address – start creating addresses using physical boundaries (as in Native Titles, because that’s
how we need to be speaking) and don’t claim ownership of anything – just use Living Man/Woman
and don’t use your name for anything (even for changing ownership of your cars – it is “property of
Living Man/Woman travelling, using this property to travel unobstructed” and don’t put addresses to
it, as you’re not wanting a response).
Also do not even use your first name on the document – just put “Living Man/Woman” and a red ink
right hand thumbprint on the ‘Notice’ stating “Verified by Living Man/Woman” (see example). Some
females prefer to call themselves ‘Living Woman’, others are happy to be included under the term
‘Living Man’ – both are fine, just use whichever you prefer.

Deliver by hand (to Council, Police etc) – put a Cover Notice/Header Sheet with the explanation as
per the above and keep the “Notice” itself very simple and in bullet points. Send it in as many ways
as you can, including email, courier and ALWAYS take it in in person. Eg. At Council, take 2 copies, get
them to date stamp one as received (they have to date stamp it), then keep that copy and give them
another copy and thank them for their services and walk away. You are not asking for a response and
they do not have to respond if it is detrimental to the financial system of the country.
Make a wooden sign with the Notice (summarised) and put it at your gate and your front door (BUT
ALWAYS ALSO DELIVER IT TO THE OFFICES OF ALL PARTIES AND GET IT DATE STAMPED).
(NB: there is no single ‘right way’ to compose your Living Lore documents or your Gate/Door signs.
Work on these in a group if possible but feel free to tailor your Statement of Facts/Notice wordings to
your own situation/priorities – ensuring however that you include those items mentioned here.
Remember ‘less is more’ and your documents should be quite simple and straightforward, not
unnecessarily complicated.
Some Examples of Gate Notices -

FURTHER FOOD FOR THOUGHT - Changing jurisdiction means ‘action’ / changing the rules! What
would happen if Town name signs were removed and replaced? How do they claim jurisdiction over
us? By using letters and signs.
How are we going to show our jurisdiction – by mirror imaging them and using letters and signs. We
could also do this for road signs too, as the roads are our property. Offer for them to rebutt this and
prove differently, that they have ownership of the property/have jurisdiction over it – they can’t!
Expose the fraud. It’s just a game and we can mirror-image what they are doing to us. FREEDOM
FROM EXECUTIVE DICTATE! )

See Example of “Living Man/Woman Statement of Fact – Notice” on following 3
pages.

Date known as 5th March 2021

Contents that are in this bundle of Documents – as attached
- Contents Sheet (Summary - background and jurisdictions)
- Living Man/Woman Statement of Facts – Notice (being a Trespass Notice)
- Map (showing boundaries of the land of substance that Living Man/Woman are sustaining
sustenance from).

Summary – Background and Jurisdictions
The attached “Statement of Facts – Notice” is a Trespass Notice where Living Man/Woman forbids
any New Zealand Crown Legal Entities to claim authority over/obstruct/injure the Living Man/Woman
and also forbids any New Zealand Crown Legal Entities to claim authority over/obstruct/damage or
enter this land of substance that Living Man/Woman are gaining sustenance - food and shelter from.
The Crowns’ Jurisdiction – The Crown (& all its Agents and Contractors) jurisdiction is Admiralty /
Maritime Law – which is bound by commerce and contract of artificial entities. Therefore this
jurisdiction does not and cannot apply on land of substance (or to “Living Man/Woman) because the
Crown and all its Agents and Contractors are ‘artificial persons/entities’ or legal entities/corporations
– which have no jurisdiction over anything living or of physical substance. As an artificial entity the
Crown is bound by contract law – which states that once fraud is detected, all contracts become null
and void.
Living Man/Womans’ Jurisdiction – Living Man/Woman is not the Crown and is not bound by the
Crowns Acts or Statutes as the Crown has a very limited jurisdiction over artificial entities/persons
only. Living Man/Woman are bound by Living Lore/Lore of Nature and hold supreme authority.
Living Man/Woman living on the land of substance they are gaining sustenance from, shall be
unobstructed by any Corporate Entity/The Crown or their Agents or Contractors.

All absolute rights reserved
All interpretations and definitions are that of the living hand that has written them
We have no intent to overthrow the NZ Crown/Government

Date known as 5th March 2021
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LIVING MAN/WOMAN STATEMENT OF FACTS - NOTICE
To all men, women and persons doing business as and representing Crown Entities,
Agents or Contractors. (Delivered to a Representative of the Crown Entity, Agent or
Contractor - therefore all other representatives are considered as one and the same, as a
Crown Entity/Agent or Contractor, and this Notice applies to all).
Notice to the Principal, Notice to the Agent
Notice to the Agent, Notice to the Principal

−

−

−

−

−

−

The jurisdiction of the Crown (& all its Agents and Contractors which are
‘artificial persons/entities’ or legal entities/corporations) is Admiralty / Maritime
Law – which does not have jurisdiction over anything living or of physical
substance therefore cannot apply on land of substance or to “Living Man/Woman”.
This “Living Man/Woman Statement of Facts – Notice” trespasses the Crown and all
its Agents and Contractors from interfering with the affairs of Living Man/Woman
and trespasses the Crown and all its Agents and Contractors from entering or
passing over the land of substance that Living Man/Woman are gaining
sustenance from.
This “Living Man/Woman Statement of Facts – Notice” also forbids any form of
authority by the Crown and all its Agents and Contractors over Living Man or
Living Woman, forbidding removal of any of Living Man/Womans property, using
Living Man/Woman as security, injury/damage of Living Man/Woman or any of
their property, claiming ownership of Living Man/Woman, having jurisdiction
over or using legislation upon or over Living Man/Woman.
If the Crown and all its Agents and Contractors enter without invitation – they
will be considered as a threat to Living Man/Womans’ life, fortune and liberty
and will be dealt with accordingly.
Any claim of authority will be considered as a claim or an intent to enslave and
will be considered a threat and shall be dealt with accordingly. (For the Crowns
observation only – this is also a breach of Article 8 of the 1967 International
Covenant of Civil and Political Rights. Living Man/Woman do not recognise any
Acts, Statutes or man-made legislation, which only applies to the Crown).
This is final.

All absolute rights reserved
All interpretations and definitions are that of the living hand that has written them
We have no intent to overthrow the NZ Crown/Government
Verified by Living Man
Verified by Living Woman

NB - ADD Right Hand red ink thumbprint and write “Verified by Living Man/Woman”(anyone living
there can verify this, incl. children) – have the ‘Living Man/Woman’ words under the red thumbprint.

Date known as 5th March 2021
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MAP – showing boundaries of the land that Living Man/Woman are sustaining sustenance from and
administering.
(For your information only - this land is adjacent to the road commonly known as “Gillespies Road”),
OR (For your information only - this land is adjacent to the hill commonly known as “Mt Barker”) etc.

NB: Note that the relevant District Councils own website has been
used to download the Map
from, and that all road names/DP or Lot numbers etc have been erased/blocked out.
Also, ensure you add a sentence on the Map document (as per above example) however, giving a
nearby road name or landscape feature name so that the Council can figure out which property you are
referring to).

